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a chinese hotel brand, 
 launched by a western 
     group with global ambition, 
       hualuxe is a high-risk play 
         for hospitality’s biggest prize
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 Western hotel firms, like Western car makers, 
fashion designers and movie producers, tweak their 
products to sell them in China. They string red lanterns 
in the bar and add congee to the breakfast buffet 
in the hope that an Eastern nod here and an Oriental 
wink there will lure high-spending Chinese. That’s  
not good enough any more, says Kenneth Macpherson, 
the China boss of InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG). 
‘The time is right to be Chinese,’ he says.

Macpherson is in Nanchang, a grimy aerospace and 
industrial hub of some five million people, 380 miles 
south-west of Shanghai. It’s here that he has chosen 
to launch a global Chinese hotel brand – Hualuxe. He 
plans to open 100 more Hualuxe properties, increasing 
IHG’s room count to almost one million worldwide.

The trouble is, turning Chinese is tough. Just ask 
Federico Masin, the Italian who has designed the  
281-room Hualuxe in Nanchang, in the top 18 storeys  
of a 56-storey, 268m skyscraper designed by Chicago-
based Skidmore Owings & Merrill (SOM). ‘It’s been 
a pain in the arse,’ he frowns as he walks into the lobby. 
Macpherson agrees. ‘Developing a brand in China  
for China is hard.’ He should know – he has been 
through two Hualuxe brand managers in four years. 

The problem is not just that the simplest things 
get lost in translation. Wooden floors, for instance, 
that seem modern in the West, have peasant 
connotations for Chinese consumers. It’s finding the 
sweet spot between East and West. Make Hualuxe 
too Chinese and it will not appeal enough to Chinese 
travellers who want something Chinese but with a hint 
of Western decadence. Make it too Western and you 
risk losing the very Chinese consumers you are targeting.

‘We did three different design concepts,’ says Masin, 
a partner at Hong Kong-based HBA. ‘The first one  
IHG loved but Greenland (the Shanghai-based developer 
behind the SOM tower) thought was not modern 
enough. The second one Greenland loved but IHG 
thought was not Chinese enough. Third time lucky, 
I hope.’ (Given the time it has taken, it’s just as well 
that Masin demanded a $1m fee.)

What makes Hualuxe hotels different from  
all the Western brands in China, InterContinental 
included? The name, for one. It’s Chinese and means 
‘majestic Chinese luxury’. After that, not having  
a bar is the most obvious thing. ‘We have this Luxe  
Tea room instead,’ says Masin, as he sits down for  
a tea ceremony on the 56th floor. ‘If you go to the bar  
in Chinese hotels outside the big cities, you think  
it will be so cool but it’s usually dead. People prefer  
tea.’ There’s no dedicated Western restaurant  
either – only Chinese, pan-Asian, a Chinese/Western 
buffet and a noodle bar.

Service is distinctly Chinese. Step out of the lift  
into the sky lobby on the 39th floor and a ‘greeter’,  
in a brilliant red qipao-style dress offset with a string  
of pearls, bows slightly to one side. The gesture is » 

Above, restAurAnt XiAnyAn 
references the summer 
pAlAces of Ancient 
emperors And the cAnAl 
city of suzhou, chinA’s 
Answer to venice. there 
Are lArge jAunty metAl 
boAts, thAt double As light 
fiXtures, hAnging from the 
ceiling. cooking stAtions 
Are open-plAn to AllAy 
feArs About food sAfety

right, pictured in the 
lobby, itAliAn designer 
federico mAsin of hong 
kong-bAsed hbA creAted 
the hotel interiors
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must always sit in a chair that no staff will walk behind 
and he or she must face the large-screen television. 

As Hualuxe rolls out – a second property, with  
282 rooms, in Yangjiang, Guangdong province, is also  
open – rival international hoteliers, unsurprisingly, 
are voicing scepticism. When I ask John Vanderslice, 
global head of luxury and lifestyle at Hilton hotels, 
whose brands include Waldorf Astoria, what he thinks 
of an upscale brand for Chinese travellers, he replies: 
‘It’s a good idea. We’ve got one of those already. It’s 
called Waldorf Astoria,’ his voice dripping with irony.

Markus Engel, who is developing Aman-style hotels 
in Shanghai, Beijing, Chengdu and Xiamen, agrees  
that Chinese consumers still prefer Western-inspired 
luxury. ‘Don’t forget,’ he says, ‘when Mandarin Oriental 
launched, the word “Oriental” was added because 
it was felt that using “Mandarin” alone would make 
it seem too Chinese.’

Analysts are wary. Yann Debelle de Montby, 
whose Shanghai-based firm has helped dozens of 
luxury brands to launch in China, including Dunhill, 
tells me it’s ‘very dangerous to target just Chinese 
customers. The Chinese cannot be put in one simple 
box. What works for some, in some places, does not » 

right, A privAte dining room, pArt of A cluster  
of rooms forming the luXe gAthering spAce,  
for eXclusive entertAining

below, trAditionAl chinese design eXtends  
to the doors leAding to one of the restAurAnts

called wan fu and is based on the way Chinese used  
to greet their emperor.

The design of the hotel is Chinese – but subtly so. 
‘It’s not supposed to look obviously Chinese but to feel 
Chinese,’ says Masin. The first thing that strikes you 
is nature. There’s plenty of greenery at the entrance 
and in the lobby, with living walls, sculptures of falling 
leaves, water features, and screens that refract light to 
make you think you are under a canopy of trees – no 
mean feat when the air outside is so polluted the sky is 
the colour of cigarette ash. The plum-blossom carpets 
and blonde wood on the walls are offset with dark-wood 
furniture, both modern and antique Ming Dynasty-
style. ‘Chinese people like the idea of being close to 
nature but a very idealised form of nature, rather like 
you might see in a watercolour painting,’ says Masin.

Upstairs, the walls of the dark corridors are 
decorated with locally made blue and white ceramic 
flying birds. The first thing you see when you walk into 
the vast guest rooms is a plant, often illuminated by 
a candle. The limestone in the bathrooms is rough and 
open-pore. There are large spa baths, with views out 
of the window over the city. The reading lights are 
modelled on bamboo plants and the walls decorated 
with Chinese calligraphy. The only Western element is 
the soaps and shampoos, made by France’s L’Occitane. 
‘Chinese consumers trust the quality and safety of 
Western brands more than Chinese brands,’ says Masin.

Perhaps the most distinctly Chinese elements of the 
hotel are the Chinese restaurant, Fu Lin, which means 
‘bringing fortune to you’, and the multifunctional Luxe 
Gathering space, both on the 56th floor. There are no 
open tables, only private rooms in the restaurant. It’s 
the same in the Luxe Gathering space, which combines 
five private rooms, one for tea or drinks, a kitchen, 
a vast dining area, a mahjong room and a karaoke lounge. 
‘Chinese entertain in private,’ explains Masin. In these 
spaces, strict rules are observed. The host of the party 
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metric hoteliers use to measure performance] has 
slowed,’ Macpherson concedes. But he points out that 
‘despite this, our overall total revenues have continued 
to grow strongly’. As for the anti-corruption drive, 
‘there is still a lot of entertainment and family events’.

Wooing Chinese travellers to Hualuxe in China 
is merely a first step to wooing them internationally, 
Macpherson hopes. Chinese travellers are the largest 
and fastest growing new segment in the global travel 
business. Their global spend has already overtaken 
that of US travellers and is expected to double by 2020.

Just as Hilton and Marriott gave the first American 
overseas tourists what they wanted three generations 
ago – mainly large, clean rooms, en suite bathrooms 
with showers, and steak ’n’ cigar menus, so Macpherson 
wants to give the first Chinese travellers their first 
taste of home away from home. ‘Our vision is that 
Hualuxe will follow the China dream – something 
created in China that will move out globally,’ he says.

So could we soon see Hualuxe hotels in London, 
New York, Paris, Frankfurt, Los Angeles, Singapore  
and Sydney? ‘Wouldn’t that be wonderful,’ Macpherson 
grins. Even though an international roll-out would  
be a global pain in the arse for Masin, he welcomes  
the idea, too. ‘I’d say, “Thank you for making my life 
terrible around the world,” because it would show  
that the product we have created is really good.’ ∂
hualuxe.com

Above left, the teA 
ceremony. rAther thAn  
A bAr, huAluXe feAtures  
the luXe teA room

Above right, A living  
wAll in the lobby,  
one of mAny nAturAl 
elements on displAy

work elsewhere. Also, the domestic market is evolving 
so fast that the moment you think you know your 
customer, you’re already too late.’

Macpherson is unfazed. He cites fashion as evidence 
of a new appetite for local brands. Shang Xia is China’s 
first domestic luxury fashion label, created by designer 
Jiang Qiong Er, and funded by Hermès. Sales volumes 
are rising sharply – up 77 per cent in the six months 
to June 2015 over the same period the previous year.

Maybe so. But why is Macpherson convinced that 
Chinese consumers will want to stay in a Chinese hotel 
created by Westerners? After all, it’s hard to imagine 
British or American travellers flocking to stay at 
a British or American hotel brand created by Chinese.

‘We’re blending two things we know well – insight 
into what a certain type of Chinese guest is looking  
for, with the reputation and the management capability 
of IHG,’ he insists. If that isn’t enough, price will 
help. A room at the five-star Nanchang hotel can be 
yours for just $150 a night.

Even if Macpherson’s market analysis is correct,  
he has another challenge. Timing. He is launching 
Hualuxe as China’s economy is slowing sharply  
and President Xi Jinping’s clampdown on corruption  
is hitting the lavish – and lucrative – banqueting 
business. Independent analysts estimate the economy  
is growing at far less than the official 6.9 per cent. 
‘RevPAR [revenue per every available room, the key 

Chinese travellers’ spend has  
overtaken that of US travellers 
and is set to double by 2020
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